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I want to echo the sentiments of "great Karas Region" in expressing joy at the announcement of Hilma Nicanor as a deputy minister. I shall forever be in her debt for the support she gave us during the youth week of 2010, she is truly afriend of the youth.

Comrades I think I had requested that you tell me what this NamRights? is it the Phili thing been had re naned or what? and when was it re named by the way?

One on One, the issue of re-termination of the General, I think one of these media personnel’s take issues out of context and they should be reminded, that we have not premise the security issue of this country, everybody as an individual had role played and therefore the media should stop confusing the public with their assumption”, be realistic and think progressively, every issue have it is merit, period!!!!!

One of the things that have fail me about this one! Phil yaNangolo everythings he failures. They are always his cohorts have been misusing social rescue. Phil yaNangolo and Kalabash. Its Phil yaNangolo to commit offence which may not made for you to afford. You must know that the fine was not made for you to afford. If you can not pay the fine, you can not use taxi fare by that time if there were any. We want people we should understand for taxi drivers only and every offender therefore it is not for taxi drivers only and people should understand that law has always be endorsed and unamend, if people think it was increase 5000 5000 does not make sense, this law I mean of 300 was enacted in 1974/78 I think, how many years back? If and my mind gives me how much was a teacher was earning by that time? and how much was the taxi fare by that time? And there were any?, please people we must think properly and must know that the fine was not made for you to afford rather than the fine, there may be a way to commit offence which may affect you negatively. I thin cde Mayor Massa can help in this one!

I am very saddened by the silence that our mighty party has given to increase in traffic fines. Cdes this increase in fines brings back memories colonial times where our lives were made so difficult and taxed for every little thing we on our every day. I see this 500% increase in fines as sabotage to our swapo party. All motorists are affected by this hike, which makes alof of people very sad when they will be asked to pay for fines are 10 times more than their salaries and wages. For us to maintain our 2/3rd majority, we handle the traffic fines well. There are alof of people all over Namibia that are not happy with these fines. Money derived from these fines will just be used to cater for management enter-tenance allowances or even disappear at the expense for suppressing livelihoods of namibian motorists and their families with those unreasonable fines. Swapo party has never failed me and i hope they won this time.

I am so happy to join in the celebration of Hilma Nicanor as a deputy minister. Cde kapiye at Okahandja thank you.

I am CDE kapiye at Van Outapi. I shall forever be in her debt for the support she gave us during the youth week of 2010, she is truly afriend of the youth.

Cde Pohamba our SWAPO party has never failed me, even dogs. I see this every issue have it is merit, period!!!!
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